This study examines the relation between a static and a dynamic measure of interaural correlation discrimination: ͑1͒ the just noticeable difference ͑JND͒ in interaural correlation and ͑2͒ the minimum detectable duration of a fixed interaural correlation change embedded within a single noise-burst of a given reference correlation. For the first task, JNDs were obtained from reference interaural correlations of ϩ1, Ϫ1, and from 0 interaural correlation in either the positive or negative direction. For the dynamic task, duration thresholds were obtained for a brief target noise of ϩ1, Ϫ1, and 0 interaural correlation embedded in reference marker noise of ϩ1, Ϫ1, and 0 interaural correlation. Performance with a reference interaural correlation of ϩ1 was significantly better than with a reference correlation of Ϫ1. Similarly, when the reference noise was interaurally uncorrelated, discrimination was significantly better for a target correlation change towards ϩ1 than towards Ϫ1. Thus, for both static and dynamic tasks, interaural correlation discrimination in the positive range was significantly better than in the negative range. Using the two measures, the length of a binaural temporal window was estimated. Its equivalent rectangular duration ͑ERD͒ was approximately 86 ms and independent of the interaural correlation configuration.
I. INTRODUCTION
The interaural correlation ͑''''͒ of a dichotic noise stimulus is a measure of the similarity of the waveforms presented to the left and right ears. If the waveforms presented to each ear are identical ͑diotic or ''correlated,'' ϭϩ1), the resulting perception is of a compact sound source whose location can be specified precisely at the center of ''intracranial'' space. Reducing the interaural correlation, for example by adding independent noise to either channel, widens the perceptual image and makes it more diffuse. When noises from fully independent sources are presented to each ear ͑''uncorrelated,'' ϭ0), the resulting perception is that of a diffuse sound that fills the head, but may have two dominant sources near the ears ͑see Blauert and Lindemann, 1986͒ . When identical noises are presented to each ear and the waveform at one ear is inverted, the stimulus becomes interaurally ''negatively correlated'' (ϭϪ1). There are no formal reports on the perception of negatively correlated noise. It has been described as two relatively compact sources near the ears ͑see Hirsh, 1948͒ , although a few of our listeners reported one dominant blurred image displaced laterally. It is occasionally described by listeners as unpleasant or irritating. In this paper, the terms ''correlated,'' ''negatively correlated,'' and ''uncorrelated'' refer to interaural correlations of ϩ1, Ϫ1, and 0, respectively. Following mathematical convention, any change towards Ϫ1 will be considered a decrease and any change towards ϩ1 will be considered an increase in interaural correlation. Note, however, that while shifts towards Ϫ1 will be referred to as a decrease, the noises presented to each ear have maximal independence at zero correlation.
There has been a renewed interest in examining human sensitivity to interaural correlation, particularly with respect to its relation to the binaural masking level difference ͑e.g., Durlach et al., 1986͒ and dichotic pitches ͑Culling et al., 1998a reported a study on the discriminability of different positive interaural correlations of a subband of noise within a correlated broadband noise. Their results were similar in form to those first reported by Pollack and Trittipoe ͑1959a͒ who manipulated the correlation of the entire spectrum. Specifically, discrimination was very fine for decreases in interaural correlation from a reference of ϩ1(⌬ϭ0.02-0.04), progressively degraded with decreases in the reference value, and was worst (⌬ ϭ0.3-0.5) for an uncorrelated reference ͑Pollack and Trittipoe, 1959a, b; Gabriel and Colburn, 1981; Koehnke et al., 1986; Jain et al., 1991; Bernstein and Trahiotis, 1992; Culling et al., 2001͒. The binaural system is unable to follow rapid changes in interaural correlation, as evidenced by the relative difficulty listeners have in detecting or discriminating dynamic changes in interaural disparities ͑e.g., Wightman, 1978, 1979͒ . This ''binaural sluggishness'' has been characterized in terms of a ''binaural temporal window''-a moving-average filter that integrates binaural information over time according to some weighting function. Several studies have attempted to determine the shape and equivalent rectangular duration ͑ERD͒ of the window ͑e.g., Kollmeier and Gilkey, 1990; Culling and Summerfield, 1998; Bernstein et al., 2001͒. In an attempt to measure the ERD but not the window shape, Akeroyd and Summerfield ͑1999͒ recently examined detection of dynamic changes in interaural correlation in an experiment described as a binaural analog of gap detection. In monaural temporal gap detection, the parameter of change is intensity ͑Moore et al., 1988͒; in the binaural analog, the parameter of change is the interaural correlation. The ''gap'' was represented by uncorrelated noise embedded in correlated noise markers. This stimulus can be described as a sequence of three contiguous noises in which the first and last ͑markers͒ are of interaural correlation X, and the center ͑target͒ noise is of interaural correlation Y, i.e., X/Y /X. At either ear alone a continuous noise is heard through the duration of the stimulus. The analogy assumes that there is a decrease in activity in the binaural temporal window's output specifically during the uncorrelated Y noise, similar to that effected in the output of a monaural temporal window by a decrease in intensity ͑a gap͒. It follows that as the Y noise decreases in duration it contributes less weight to the smoothed output ͑Akeroyd and Summerfield, 1999͒. This means that the effective change in interaural correlation is less than that specified by the stimulus. The minimum detectable target duration is thus a measure of the ability to detect a short departure from the marker's interaural correlation. For stimulus conditions in which noises of different bandwidths and center frequencies were used, Akeroyd and Summerfield ͑1999͒ found that a binaural temporal window model could predict the binaural gap thresholds obtained in the ϩ1/0/ϩ1 configuration by knowing the subject's interaural correlation discrimination acuity for the same stimulus conditions, i.e., their JND ͑''just noticeable difference''͒ from a reference of ϩ1. Akeroyd and Summerfield ͑1999͒ estimated the equivalent rectangular duration ͑ERD͒ of the binaural temporal window to be about 140-210 ms depending on the model employed. This is much longer than the analogously defined Gaussian-shaped monaural temporal window ͓e.g., Moore et al., 1988, 27 ms ͑corrected value, see Akeroyd and Summerfield, 1999͔͒ . While useful as an analogy, the term ''binaural gap detection'' limits the implied possibilities of the paradigm. Since the ''gap'' could in theory be an increase or decrease in interaural correlation from a reference noise of any given correlation value, the task might provide a more general way to probe the detectability of interaural correlation changes. In purely stimulus terms, the general paradigm is analogous to increment-and decrement-duration detection in the intensity domain, of which gap detection is a single case. For clarity, the ''binaural gap'' paradigm might be more generally construed, and will be referred to in this report, as ''interaural correlation change-interval'' ͑ICCI͒ detection.
Another task that uses the full range of interaural correlation is the binaural masking level difference or BMLD. Like ICCI detection, the BMLD has been linked to interaural correlation discrimination ͑e.g., Durlach et al., 1986; Koehnke et al., 1986; Jain et al., 1991; Culling et al., 2001͒. The BMLD is the binaural advantage in detecting a signal ͑S͒ in noise ͑N͒ when the interaural configuration of the signal ͓e.g., correlated ͑o͒, negatively correlated ͑͒, uncorrelated ͑u͔͒ differs from that of the masking noise, as compared typically to the condition in which both the signal and noise are presented diotically. At present, the correspondence between the BMLD and correlation discrimination has only been made clear for cases of correlation discrimination from positive reference values, such as the NoS condition ͑Durlach et Culling et al., 2001͒ . In light of a relation among the interaural correlation JND, and both ICCI detection and the BMLD, one might make predictions for different ICCI-detection and correlation-discrimination conditions based on what is known about the BMLD under analogous configurations. For instance, the BMLD is largest for NoS, and is several dB less for the NSo condition ͑Hirsh, 1948͒; one would therefore predict better interaural correlation discrimination from a reference of ϩ1 than from a reference of Ϫ1. See Table I for an overview of corresponding BMLD, ICCI-detection, and JND tasks. Note that these predictions would be expected to hold only to the degree that the BMLD can be conceived in terms of correlation discrimination, a correspondence that is good, but not complete ͑Durlach et al., 1986͒.
The present study examined the relation between performance on the interaural correlation JND and the ICCIdetection tasks. Thresholds were obtained for all X/Y /X configurations of correlated, negatively correlated, and uncorrelated wideband noise. JNDs for interaural correlation were obtained from corresponding reference interaural correlations ( ref ) of ϩ1, Ϫ1, and 0 in the positive ͑0ϩ͒ or negative ͑0Ϫ͒ direction ͑see Table I͒ . JNDs from ref ϭϩ1 and Ϫ1 should be related to performance in the 1/0/1 and Ϫ1/ 0/Ϫ1 conditions, respectively. JNDs from ref ϭ0 in the positive and negative directions should be related to performance in the 0/1/0 and 0/Ϫ1/0 conditions, respectively. In order to determine whether the two data sets were related by the same binaural temporal window, we used the '' w '' model to estimate the window length for each related pair of JND and ICCI-detection conditions. The model is described in detail by Akeroyd and Summerfield ͑1999͒, and follows the strategy of Grantham and Wightman ͑1979͒, Kollmeier and Gilkey ͑1990͒, and Culling and Summerfield ͑1998͒.
II. METHODS

A. Listeners
Data for the ICCI-detection conditions were collected from eight subjects ͑five female͒ ranging in age from 20 to 35 years, and included the three authors. Five of those listeners ͑including the first two authors͒ also participated in the correlation discrimination ͑JND͒ experiment. Listeners SB, SH, and JH were highly experienced in a variety of auditory temporal processing tasks; TM, DR, and MC had participated in a few other psychoacoustical tasks; and listeners BV and RO were relatively inexperienced. All had normal audiograms from 250 Hz to 8 kHz. In both the ICCIdetection and the JND tasks, listeners completed many practice runs of each condition until thresholds stabilized, and the mean threshold for each condition was taken from the last three threshold determinations. Subjects were always provided with visual feedback.
B. Dynamic changes in interaural correlation-The interaural correlation change-interval "ICCI…-detection task
There were six X/Y /X configurations tested for detecting a dynamic change in correlation. These are illustrated schematically in Fig. 1 . Stimuli were created using Matlab software ͑The Mathworks͒ and presented at a sampling frequency of 44 100 Hz at 16-bit amplitude quantization on the audio processor of an Apple PowerMacintosh 8600. The stimuli were constructed by concatenating three independent noise bursts ͑0-22 050 Hz͒, and the total stimulus was shaped with 10-ms rise and fall times. For each stimulus presentation new noises were generated. The total stimulus duration was fixed at 500 ms; thus, the marker durations increased as the target noise decreased adaptively. Stimuli were presented to subjects at a comfortable listening level ͑70 dB SPL͒ over AudioTechnica ATH-M40fs Precision Studiophones, while they were seated in a sound-attenuating booth.
Thresholds for detecting the target ͑Y͒ noise were measured using a two-interval, two-alternative forced-choice task and a three-down, one-up adaptive method, estimating the 79.4% point on the psychometric function ͑Levitt, 1971͒. On each trial, listeners were presented, in random order, with a standard stimulus consisting of noise of correlation X and a test stimulus in the X/Y /X configuration. The task was to indicate whether the test stimulus was in the first or second interval. The initial Y-noise duration was set well above detection threshold for a given stimulus condition ͑10-70 ms͒. Until the first incorrect response, the center noise duration was decreased by a factor of 1.2 for each step. Subsequently, the target ͑Y͒ noise duration was increased by a factor of 1.2 after each incorrect response, or decreased by a factor of 1.2 after three consecutive correct responses. Each adaptive staircase continued for eight reversals and the geometric mean of the target noise durations for the last six reversals was defined as the ICCI-detection threshold.
C. Discrimination of static changes in interaural correlation "JND…
The general experimental details were the same as above, except for the following. The just noticeable difference ͑JND͒ for the reduction in interaural correlation from a reference of ref ϭϩ1.0 and ref ϭ0, and for an increase in interaural correlation from ref ϭϪ1 and ref ϭ0, was determined. The stimuli were wideband noises of 400-ms duration ͑10-ms rise/fall times͒ with a fixed value of interaural correlation. Reference stimuli ͑the standard͒ were noise bursts with an interaural correlation of 1, Ϫ1, or 0. The interaural correlation of the test stimuli was controlled by mixing two independent Gaussian noises, one interaurally correlated (N ϩ1 ,ϭ1) and the other negatively correlated (N Ϫ1 , The comparison of uncorrelated noise, as used in our experiments, with a tone with an interaural phase difference of 90 degrees, as used in this BMLD condition, is not entirely correct. Two uncorrelated noises originate from independent sources, i.e., have a coherence of zero. The phase shift introduced to the tone does result in an interaural correlation of 0, but it retains of coherence of 1. However, for illustrative purposes only, the values for the NoS90°and NS90°conditions reported in Durlach and Colburn ͑1978͒ are displayed.
FIG. 1. Schematic of the interaural correlation change interval ͑ICCI͒ detection conditions. The stimuli are a contiguous sequence of three broadband noises of X and Y correlation of equivalent intensity, in the configuration X/Y /X. The interaural correlation is represented by the black ͑correlated, ϭ1), hatched ͑uncorrelated, ϭ0), and white ͑negatively correlated, ϭϪ1) sections. In the 2AFC task, detection is of the presence of Y noise. ϭϪ1), as described in Eq. ͑1͒ ͑see van der Heijden and Trahiotis, 1997 for further details͒. In this equation N ϩ1 is the power of the interaurally correlated noise, N Ϫ1 is the power of the negatively correlated noise, and N p is the power of the sum:
JNDs were measured using a four-interval, twoalternative forced-choice task and a three-down, one-up adaptive method, estimating the 79.4% point on the psychometric function ͑Levitt, 1971͒. On each trial, the first and last intervals had the correlation of the reference stimulus. The test stimulus was randomly located in the second or third position. The task of the listener was to indicate which of the middle two noise bursts was of discrepant correlation. For JNDs from ref ϭϩ1 and Ϫ1, the initial interaural correlations of the test stimulus were ϩ0.5 and Ϫ0.5, respectively, and the correlation was changed towards the reference correlation with correct responses. For JNDs from a ref ϭ0, the initial correlation of the test stimulus was either ϩ1.0 or Ϫ1.0 and was changed with correct responses towards 0. The same three-down, one-up adaptive procedure as described in Sec. II B was used to determine the threshold using a step size factor of 1.2 based on the difference between the test interaural correlation and the reference interaural correlation.
III. RESULTS
A. Interaural correlation change interval "ICCI…-detection thresholds
Thresholds for the duration of a noise of interaural correlation Y were obtained from eight listeners for each of the X/Y /X conditions. These are plotted on a log scale in Fig.  2͑a͒ . Individual subject means and standard errors ͑based on the final three observations collected͒ for each condition are presented in the main graph, and the group means for each condition are presented in the inset graph. There are two important trends in the data. Targets embedded in correlated or negatively correlated markers ͑1/Ϫ1/1 and 1/0/1, or Ϫ1/ 1/Ϫ1 and Ϫ1/0/Ϫ1͒ were generally more easily detected than targets embedded in uncorrelated markers ͑0/1/0 or 0/ Ϫ1/0͒. That is, it was easier to detect a brief change in correlation from markers of ϭϮ1 than from markers of ϭ0.
Second, detection performance of listeners was better when detection of the change was executed in the positive range of interaural correlation than in the negative range. The mean thresholds for detecting uncorrelated noise amid correlated or negatively correlated markers, 1/0/1 and Ϫ1/0/Ϫ1, were 2.34 and 7.43 ms, respectively, a difference which was statistically significant ͓F(1,7)ϭ13.42, pϽ0.01].
1 For larger changes in correlation, 1/Ϫ1/1 and Ϫ1/1/Ϫ1, the mean thresholds across listeners were 1.43 and 3.91 ms, respectively. A repeated measures ANOVA indicated that this difference in thresholds was also statistically significant ͓F(1,7)ϭ7.5, pϽ0.03͔. These conditions are analogous to the first pair ͑1/0/1 and Ϫ1/0/Ϫ1͒, but the change in correlation is twice the magnitude of change caused by an uncorrelated Y noise ͑e.g., a correlation change of 1.0 for 1/0/1 vs 2.0 for 1/Ϫ1/1͒ for a given duration. As a consequence, a shorter duration of Y would be required for the smeared window output to reach the threshold for correlation discrimination. That is, the mixing of negatively correlated noise with correlated noise within the temporal window has twice the decorrelating effect as the mixing uncorrelated and correlated noise. The benefit in performance seen with a doubling of the correlation change of the target, however, was proportionately greater for negatively correlated markers ͑49% decrease in threshold͒ than for positively correlated markers FIG. 2 . ͑a͒ Duration thresholds ͑ms͒ for a dynamic measure of interaural correlation sensitivity-the interaural correlation change interval ͑ICCI͒ detection task ͑see Fig. 1 for schematic of stimuli͒. Individual subject means with standard errors for the six interaural configurations ͑see text͒ are presented in the main graph, and the group means are presented in the inset graph. ͑b͒ Interaural correlation JNDs. Individual subject means with standard errors are presented in the main graph for four conditions-the just noticeable decrease in interaural correlation from references of 1 and Ϫ1, and a just noticeable increase in correlation from ref ϭ0, in either a positive or negative direction ͑see text͒. Group means are presented in the inset graph. In both ͑a͒ and ͑b͒ asterisks indicate that the difference between the specified bars was statistically significant (pϽ0.05).
͑29% decrease͒. A repeated measures ANOVA with two factors-the interaural correlation of the markers (ϭϩ1 or Ϫ1͒ and the size of correlation change caused by the target ͑correlation change of 1.0 or 2.0͒-resulted in a significant interaction ͓F(1,7)ϭ22. 35, pϽ0.01] . This interaction indicates that the benefit of a larger correlation change was significantly greater for increases in correlation from Ϫ1 than for decreases from ϩ1.
Finally, detection of a correlated noise amid uncorrelated markers was relatively poor, particularly if the Y noise was negatively correlated. The mean thresholds for the 0/1/0 and 0/Ϫ1/0 conditions were 20.57 and 41.45 ms, respectively. These results show that the detection of changes in interaural correlation from zero was also significantly asymmetric in the positive and negative range of interaural correlations ͓F(1,7)ϭ22.5, pϽ0.01].
B. Interaural correlation JNDs
The interaural-correlation JNDs are shown in Fig. 2͑b͒ 
C. Equivalent rectangular duration of the binaural temporal window
We wondered whether the processing mechanism limiting performance on all these tasks could be characterized as sharing the same binaural temporal window ERD. If this were the case, the duration of the binaural temporal window measured would be independent of the interaural configuration used. In order to calculate an estimate of this binaural temporal window ERD for each subject and configuration, we used the '' w '' model ͓see Akeroyd and Summerfield, 1999, Eqs. ͑3͒-͑6͔͒. Following the strategy employed by others ͑Grantham and Wightman, 1978; Kollmeier and Gilkey, 1990; Culling and Summerfield, 1998͒ , this model measures the interaural correlation directly on the stimulus waveform. The temporal window used in the model is symmetric, and has a Gaussian shape. The model assumes that the ICCI is detected if the change in the output of the temporal window during the X/Y /X stimulus exceeds the JND for the corresponding change in interaural correlation.
In Fig. 3 , the ICCI-detection thresholds ͑durations of Y noise in ms͒ are plotted against the corresponding correlation JND for each subject ͑see Akeroyd and Summerfield, 1999, Fig. 10͒ . Superimposed on these data are lines that represent predicted relations between ICCI-detection threshold and JNDs, based on different binaural temporal window ERDs.
ICCI and JND pairs that fall along a given line can be explained by a binaural temporal window with a duration corresponding to the ERD represented by that line. The location of the data points moves upwards along these lines for the conditions with poorer thresholds, indicating that the performance for different interaural configurations is correlated for both the static and dynamic tasks, and, thus, for a given listener the window ERD remains relatively constant across configurations. The lines representing the different ERDs in this figure are generated only for changes in correlation with a magnitude of 1.0 ͑e.g., ϩ1 to 0͒. It is for this reason that the 1/Ϫ1/1 and Ϫ1/1/Ϫ1 conditions, for which the magnitude of change in correlation is twice the size ͑2.0͒, are not plotted in Fig. 3 . If the lines of equal ERD were plotted for a correlation change of 2.0, they would be shifted downward because the model predicts that the ICCI-detection thresholds would be approximately half the size for the same JND values. Figure 4 shows the actual individual ERDs calculated for each condition, including the conditions where the X and Y noise are of opposite correlation, 1/Ϫ1/1 and Ϫ1/1/Ϫ1. These were also generated using the '' w '' model. Although individual listeners' ERDs vary somewhat across condition, there appears to be greater variability across listeners. There was no significant difference in the mean ERD, collapsed across listeners, obtained for different conditions ͓F(4,20) ϭ1. 4, pϾ0.26] . The grand mean ERD across listener and conditions was 86 ms, with a standard deviation of 52.7 ms. FIG. 3 . The relation between the dynamic measure of interaural correlation sensitivity ͑ICCI detection͒ and the static measure ͑JND͒ can be explained via a temporal window that smears temporal changes in interaural correlation. The data points show the experimental measurements from each subject from Figs. 2͑a͒ and ͑b͒. Interaural correlation JNDs are plotted against the ICCI-detection threshold ͑ms͒ for related configurations. Superimposed on these points are lines which represent a binaural temporal window length ͑ERD͒ calculated using the '' w '' model ͑see Akeroyd and Summerfield, 1999, Fig. 10͒ . A binaural temporal window with a fixed duration ͑ERD in ms as per the legend͒ can explain all JND and ICCI threshold pairs that fall along a single line. The location of the data points for different conditions shifts upward along these lines for the conditions with poorer thresholds. This linear shift demonstrates that changes in acuity are correlated for the static and dynamic tasks, and thus the window ERD remains relatively constant across conditions. The lines calculated by the model are based on a change in correlation of 1 ͑e.g., ϩ1 to 0͒. A different set of lines would be generated if the change in correlation was 2 ͑e.g., ϩ1 to Ϫ1͒. It is for this reason that the data for the 1/Ϫ1/1 and Ϫ1/1/Ϫ1 conditions are not plotted here. The actual ERDs for all conditions are reported in Fig. 4 .
IV. DISCUSSION
The purpose of this study was to examine static ͑JND͒ and dynamic ͑ICCI detection͒ interaural correlation sensitivity under a variety of interaural configurations using wideband noise. Results for both tasks followed the same dependence on interaural configuration-the lowest thresholds were for discrimination of a change in interaural correlation from Ϯ1, and the highest were for a change in correlation from 0. The results replicate those of other investigators for the positive range ͑Pollack and Trittipoe, 1959a, b; Gabriel and Colburn, 1981; Koehnke et al., 1986; Jain et al., 1991; Culling et al., 2001͒ . However, they are the only data for the negative range of which we are aware other than an informal mention by Pollack and Trittipoe ͑1959a͒. The second major result is that interaural correlation sensitivity ͑dynamic or static͒ is more acute in the positive than in the negative range. Specifically, discrimination of a change in interaural correlation from a reference of ϩ1 was significantly more acute than from Ϫ1, and discrimination of increases in correlation from a reference of 0 toward ϩ1 were significantly more acute than a decrease towards Ϫ1.
A. Interaural correlation sensitivity for ref Ä¿1
Interaural correlation sensitivity is most acute from a reference of ϩ1, and this acuity is probably what underlies the maximal release from masking in the classic NoS BMLD condition ͑see Sec. III D͒. The JNDs for a departure in correlation from a reference of ϩ1 (⌬ϭ0.045) observed in this study were close to values previously reported for broadband noise ͑e.g., Pollock and Trittipoe, 1959a: ⌬ ϭ0.04; Gabriel and Colburn, 1981: ⌬ϭ0.03; Koehnke et al., 1986: ⌬ϭ0.02; Akeroyd and Summerfield, 1999: ⌬ϭ0.023). Gabriel and Colburn ͑1981͒ also described a bandwidth dependence on the JND from a reference interaural correlation of ϩ1, such that acuity degrades with increasing bandwidth. Consistent with this effect, our thresholds for wideband noise are slightly higher than those obtained by Gabriel and Colburn for their widest band of noise ͑4.5 kHz, ⌬ϭ0.02-0.03). Interestingly, bandwidth effects act in the opposite direction for interaural correlation JND from uncorrelated noise references ͑Gabriel and Colburn, 1981͒, i.e., performance improves with bandwidth.
The absolute values of thresholds in the 1/0/1 configuration were consistently lower ͑Ͻ3 ms in 7/8 listeners͒ than the 5 ms mean observed by Akeroyd and Summerfield ͑1999͒ for their widest stimulus bandwidth ͑100-500 Hz͒. This may indicate that performance remains stable, or continues to improve with increases in bandwidth in the ICCIdetection task, akin to bandwidth effects in monaural gap detection ͑e.g., Fitzgibbons, 1983͒. This is contrary to the bandwidth effect observed for the JND from ϩ1, in which acuity tends to degrade with increasing bandwidth ͑Gabriel and Colburn, 1981͒. In the dynamic task ͑ICCI detection͒, performance improved with greater distance in correlation of the target noise from marker noise of ϩ1 interaural correlation. A change to Ϫ1 ͑i.e., 1/Ϫ1/1͒ resulted in ϳ30% lower thresholds than a change to 0 ͑i.e., 1/0/1͒.
B. Interaural correlation sensitivity for ref ÄÀ1
Sensitivity to interaural correlation changes from a reference of Ϫ1 was found to be relatively acute, but significantly worse than performance from a reference of ϩ1. This is inconsistent with the study on interaural correlation sensitivity by Pollack and Trittipoe ͑1959a͒, in which they reported that ''extensive informal tests'' with negative reference correlations ''yielded results that were indistinguishable from results with positive correlations'' ͑p. 1251͒. The reason for this discrepancy is not clear, though it may be related to the difference in methodology. Comparisons between the two studies are difficult because Pollack and Trittipoe did not describe their method. It may be that our use of a staircase procedure was more sensitive, which may be reflected in the lower mean thresholds we obtained in the positive range, at least from uncorrelated references. Similar to the results with reference correlation of ϩ1, performance for the Ϫ1/1/Ϫ1 condition was better than for the Ϫ1/0/Ϫ1 condition. This benefit, with a doubling of the interaural correlation change from negatively correlated markers ͑ϳ50%͒, was significantly greater than that observed for correlated markers ͑ϳ30%͒.
C. Interaural correlation sensitivity for ref Ä0
JNDs for an increase in correlation from ref ϭ0 (⌬ ϭ0.31) are consistent with previous reports ͑range: ⌬ ϭ0.3 to 0.5, Pollack and Trittipoe, 1959a; Gabriel and Colburn, 1981; Koehnke et al., 1986; Jain et al., 1991; Culling et al., 2001͒ . They match well with Gabriel and Colburn's value (⌬ϭ0. 3) for their widest stimulus bandwidth ͑4.5 kHz͒, but are somewhat lower than that obtained by Pollack and Trittipoe ͑1959a͒ for wideband noise ͑0.44͒. A new result FIG. 4 . Binaural temporal window ERD estimations ͑ms͒ for individual subjects and the grand mean ERD for each interaural configuration ͑open squares͒. The ICCI detection and JND conditions used to generate the window estimate are labeled on the x axis. The '' w '' model was used to estimate the binaural window ERD required to explain the ICCI-detection threshold based on the subject's JND. While ERDs are variable across listeners, there is less variability across condition for a given listener.
was that discrimination of an increase in correlation towards ϩ1 (⌬ϭ0.31) was better than discrimination of a decrease towards Ϫ1 (⌬ϭ0.45), a condition for which we have found no comparable data reported. This was consistent with the pattern of data we obtained for ICCI detection, in which the duration required for detection of an increase in correlation from uncorrelated markers ͑0/1/0, 20.57 ms͒ was lower than that required for detection of a decrease in correlation ͑0/Ϫ1/0: 41.45 ms͒. Therefore, the correspondence in performance on the dynamic and static tasks holds for uncorrelated references, as observed for references of ϭϮ1.
Pollack and Trittipoe ͑1959a͒ made the reasonable suggestion that the poorer sensitivity at lower reference correlations was the result of the increased sampling variance for correlations near 0 ͑also see Gabriel and Colburn, 1981͒, that is, that performance would be degraded as a result of the increased trial-to-trial variation in correlation of the stimuli as the nominal correlation approaches 0. However, this explanation would predict equal performance in the positively and negatively correlated direction, as there is no difference in the sampling variance in the two configurations.
D. Interaural correlation sensitivity and masking level differences "BMLD…
Both dynamic and static measures of sensitivity to departures of correlation from a negatively correlated reference were poorer than those observed from a positively correlated reference. The asymmetry in performance is consistent with the difference in binaural masking level difference ͑BMLD͒ ͑see Table I͒ . For example, it is well known that the largest BMLD ͑ϳ15 dB͒ occurs for the NoS condition, which corresponds to the JND for ref ϭϩ1. The NSo condition, which corresponds to the JND from ref ϭϪ1, provides less masking release ͑ϳ13 dB͒ ͑Moore, 1997͒. This asymmetry in correlation discrimination from positive and negative references is thus consistent with the prevailing theory that performance on BMLD and correlation discrimination tasks may be limited by the same mechanism ͑e.g., Durlach et al., 1986; Koehnke et al., 1986; Jain et al., 1991; Culling et al., 2001͒ . Models which explain the difference between the NoS and NSo BMLD conditions ͑and by extension the JND from ref ϭϩ1 and Ϫ1, respectively͒ traditionally require the postulation of coincidence detector neurons with a distribution of internal delays centered on zero interaural difference. In the NoS condition, the decorrelation of the noise by the antiphasic signal is assumed to be most salient in neurons with near equal internal delays, the density of which is proposed to be maximal. Neurons most highly activated by the negatively correlated noise in the NSo condition have greater internal delay differences. There are fewer of these neurons available, which would make detection of the decorrelation ͑decrease in activity͒ in the NSo condition worse than in the NoS condition ͑Jeffress et al., 1956; Colburn, 1977͒ . An alternative explanation is that the phase-delayed masker noise ͑N͒ is not perfectly compensated, except at center frequency, by the optimal internal delay. Thus, the noise cannot be cancelled entirely by a time delay, as proposed by, for example, the equalization/ cancellation model of Durlach ͑1978͒. And in other models ͑e.g., Colburn, 1977͒, the decorrelation in the optimum ITD channel effected by the signal must be detected in comparison to a representation of the phase-delayed masker noise that is already less than unity. All these explanations would similarly predict the observed difference in the correlation JND between references of ϩ1 and Ϫ1. However, they assume that for a given frequency band there is an array of coincidence-detecting neurons with a wide range of different internal axonal delays that can compensate for large interaural time differences. The physiological validity of such a required distribution of internal delays has been called into question ͑McAlpine et al., 2001; Brand et al., 2002͒. Given that the asymmetry in performance on the tasks using markers or references of ϩ1 and Ϫ1 seemed to follow the patterning of data in BMLD conditions, we wondered whether the asymmetry from an uncorrelated reference might also follow BMLD patterns for uncorrelated noises. Reports usually show a small BMLD ͑ϳ2-5 dB͒ for uncorrelated noise with either a correlated signal ͑NuSo͒ or a negatively correlated signal ͑NuS͒ ͑Hirsh, 1948; Blodgett et al., 1958; Robinson and Jeffress, 1963; Langford and Jeffress, 1964͒. However, reports of a difference in the BMLD for a negatively correlated ͑S͒ and correlated signal ͑So͒ in uncorrelated masking noise ͑Nu͒ have been conflicting. There is either no reliable difference, or the NuSo condition provides approximately 1 dB more masking release than the NuS condition ͑Blodgett et al., 1958; Robinson and Jeffress, 1963; Langford and Jeffress, 1964͒ . Apparently, there may be no relation between the BMLD and correlation discrimination for conditions where the reference noise is uncorrelated ͑see Durlach et al., 1986͒ . In these BMLD conditions, monaural cues contribute to detection of the signal as the sound pressure level at each ear is significantly increased in the frequency band containing the signal. The observed BMLD in the Nu condition can be accounted for by having two independent chances to detect the signal monaurally in the uncorrelated noises at each ear ͑Langford and Jeffress, 1964; Durlach et al., 1986; Jain et al., 1991͒ . The monaural account is further bolstered by the fact that NuSo thresholds show the same frequency dependence as monaural conditions ͑Durlach and Colburn, 1978͒. In contrast, the noise stimuli used in the correlation discrimination tasks do not contain any monaural cues ͑no change in level͒ and detection must be mediated solely by binaural processes. The asymmetry observed in the correlation JND predicts that the binaural cues would be stronger for the NuSo than the NuS conditions. The fact that a difference is not consistently observed in the BMLD measures for these conditions empirically suggests that the available monaural cues override the binaural ones.
E. Evidence for an asymmetry in positive and negative correlation space
In summary, there are a number of lines of evidence from this study which suggest the existence of an asymmetry in acuity for interaural correlation in the positive and negative range. First, while interaural correlation sensitivity was most acute from unity ͑positive or negative͒, sensitivity was significantly more acute from ϩ1 compared with Ϫ1. Corre-lation sensitivity was generally poor from an uncorrelated reference. However, it was significantly poorer if the change is made towards more negative than towards more positive correlations. Finally, in the ICCI-detection task, there was a significantly greater benefit with the increasing size of correlation change, when that change was in the positive direction. Specifically, thresholds in the 1/Ϫ1/1 condition were ϳ30% more acute than in the 1/0/1 conditions, while thresholds in the Ϫ1/1/Ϫ1 condition were ϳ50% more acute than in the Ϫ1/0/Ϫ1 condition. It is yet to be determined if this benefit for increases in correlation holds for reference correlations other than unity. The asymmetry in performance from references of ϩ1 and Ϫ1 is consistent with the asymmetry observed NoS and NSo BMLD conditions, thus providing further evidence that the BMLD might be explained in terms of interaural correlation discrimination.
The observed asymmetry might reflect an asymmetry in the internal neural representation of negatively and positively correlated noises. The internal representation of uncorrelated noise might not be half-way on some continuum between the representation of negatively and positively correlated noise, but may be closer to the representation of negatively correlated noise. That is, the gradient in internal representation between negatively correlated and uncorrelated noise is smaller than the gradient between uncorrelated and positively correlated noise.
F. The representation of interaural correlation
An interaural correlation change is represented differently in different binaural coincidence detecting neurons, depending on their internal delay and type of binaural input. In the example of a change from correlated to uncorrelated noise ͑1/0/1͒, the activity in a binaural channel sensitive to correlated noise would briefly decrease. This decrease would represent the reduction in intensity of the positively correlated component of the uncorrelated noise ͓see Eq. ͑1͔͒. In contrast, there would be a brief increase in activity in a channel that does not respond to correlated noise, but is strongly activated by negatively correlated noise. This increase would represent the intensity of just the negatively correlated component of the uncorrelated noise. Activity in these channels would change inversely when the interaural correlation is changed: they form an opponent channel pair. Thus, in contrast to a monaural intensity change, for example, any correlation change, regardless of its direction, results in both an increase and a decrease in activity as cues for detection. Although the absolute change in activity may be equal in both channels, the proportional change in activity would differ. That is, the percentage decrease in the activity of the channel maximally activated by the reference noise would be less than the percentage increase in activity in the channel minimally activated by the reference noise. This might suggest that the brief increase in activity in the minimally activated channel would be a more salient cue for detection of the interaural correlation change.
The neurophysiological basis for binaural channels selectively activated by positively or negatively correlated stimuli might lie in binaurally innervated neurons with small and large axonal delay differences between predominantly excitatory inputs from each ear, as postulated in the classical Jeffress model ͑Jeffress, 1948͒. A channel with equal axonal travel time from both ears would be most sensitive to correlated noise and far less responsive to negatively correlated noise. However, if the difference in axonal travel time from the ears is equivalent to half the period of the characteristic frequency of the neuron, the response to correlated noise will be minimal and the neuron would be most sensitive to negatively correlated noise. As an alternative to an implementation using axonal delays, these opponent channels might be comprised of the ''peak-type'' and ''trough-type'' neurons which are maximally sensitive to positive and negative interaural correlation of noise, respectively ͑Shackleton et Fitzpatrick et al., 2002͒ . ''Peak-type'' neurons are coincidence detectors receiving predominantly excitatory, phase-locked inputs from each ear. ''Trough-type'' neurons receive phase locked excitation from one ear and phaselocked inhibition from the other. For this reason they are most responsive when the phase-locked inputs from each ear arrive out of phase, that is, when the signal is interaurally negatively correlated.
G. Binaural temporal windows
Our mean binaural temporal window ERD ͑86 ms͒ is within the same general range as found previously ͑e.g., Grantham and Wightman, 1979, 44 -243 ms; Culling and Summerfield, 1998, 97 ms; Akeroyd and Summerfield, 1999 , 40-400 ms͒, and larger than the reported values for the analogous Gaussian monaural temporal window ͓e.g., Moore et al., 1988, 27 ms ͑corrected value, see Akeroyd and Summerfield, 1999͔͒ . Subjects differed in their pattern across configuration, but not in any consistent way, and there was no significant difference between the mean ERDs obtained for the different interaural configurations. The mean threshold reported here of 86 ms is significantly shorter than that reported by Akeroyd and Summerfield ͑1999͒ using the same methods and model ͑210 ms͒. According to the '' w '' model, the reason for this could either be higher JND values or shorter ICCI-detection thresholds in our experiments. The JNDs reported here for ref ϭϩ1 ͑with the exception of listener BKV͒ were not substantially larger than those reported by Akeroyd and Summerfield ͑1999͒ for their widest bandwidth ͑100-500 Hz͒. However, our ICCI-detection thresholds were far lower for ͑2.34 vs 5.3 ms͒, despite similar methods. A major difference in both experiments is the bandwidth of the stimuli used. Akeroyd and Summerfield ͑1999͒ used exclusively low-pass filtered stimuli with a cutoff frequency of 500 Hz. One possibility is that frequency components above 500 Hz contribute to ICCI-detection performance but not to static correlation discrimination. In fact, static correlation discrimination has a tendency to degrade with increased bandwidth ͑Gabriel and Colburn, 1981͒. The '' w '' model would then predict a dependency of the ERD on lower cutoff frequency. A detailed examination of the bandwidth and frequency dependence of the two tasks in the same listeners would be required to determine whether our lower temporal window ERDs were the result of the wider bandwidth used, or simply that our listeners fell in the lower end of the population ERD range.
The method employed here for estimating the binaural temporal window ͑after Akeroyd and Summerfield, 1999͒ provided an efficient way to compare the window ERD for the different binaural configurations tested. The method also has the advantage that it exclusively probes the binaural system. However, it does not provide for estimation of the window shape. Other methods, such as those which use BMLDlike stimuli distributed in time ͑i.e., No noise followed by a S signal͒ have provided estimations of the shape of the window ͑e.g., Kollmeier and Gilkey, 1990; Culling and Summerfield, 1998; Holube et al., 1998͒ . These studies have revealed a symmetric double-sided exponential or rounded exponential weighting function with a duration between 40 and 200ϩ ms depending on the listener and the task parameters ͑see Holube et al., 1998͒ . This ERD range is similar to that estimated in this study using the '' w '' model. More recently, Bernstein et al. ͑2001͒ estimated the binaural temporal window using a task similar in form to that used here; however, detection was of a change in lateralization by ITD of a brief correlated noise embedded in correlated or uncorrelated markers. Their data was best accounted for by a window with two time constants: a very short one that was heavily weighted at the temporal midpoint and a second one that was 14 ms. This might suggest that the binaural system exploits different temporal windows for tasks probing different aspects of binaural temporal processing ͑i.e., changes in ITD vs changes in interaural correlation͒ ͑Kollmeier and Gilkey, 1990; Bernstein et al., 2001͒ .
H. Limitations and future directions
Conclusions from this study are limited to broadband noise stimuli, and extreme references correlations ͑Ϯ1 and 0͒. It remains to be determined if the asymmetry that we observed can be observed for other reference values, although this might be a way to determine the temporal window shape. Future studies are also required to show whether the asymmetry holds for correlation discrimination at various noise bandwidths and center frequencies, and in fringed correlation discrimination ͑Jain et al., 1991͒. This latter configuration mimics the BMLD task for a narrow-band signal. The change in correlation occurs only in a narrow frequency band fringed by noise of a reference correlation, but the energy in the frequency band used for detection remains constant. We expect that detection of a decorrelation in a band surrounded by a positively correlated fringe would be better than in a negatively correlated fringe.
V. CONCLUSIONS
͑1͒ Static and dynamic measures of interaural correlation follow the same general pattern of dependence on interaural configuration. ͑2͒ There is an asymmetry in performance of both static and dynamic measures of interaural correlation sensitivity in the positive and the negative range in that correlation sensitivity is more acute in the positive range. ͑3͒ The mean binaural temporal window equivalent rectangular duration ͑ERD͒ was relatively constant across interaural configuration, although individual listeners ERD patterns varied in unique ways. Listeners also differed in their mean individual window length. The mean ERD was 86 ms.
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1 It should be noted that the shorter the duration of the two independent noise bursts presented to each ear, the greater the variability of their interaural correlation. Thus, for the target durations near threshold in the 1/0/1 and Ϫ1/0/Ϫ1 configurations, our uncorrelated noises are unlikely to be truly uncorrelated. Across multiple repetitions, the average of the normalized correlation between the waveforms should approximate zero. However, this is not true at high frequencies where envelopes convey the information. The minimum normalized correlation for independent noise envelopes is approximately ϩ0.78 ͑van de Par and Kohlrausch, 1995͒. Logically, if this was contributing to our results, it would predict equal performance on the Ϫ1/0/Ϫ1 ͑envelope correlation: ϩ1/0.78/ϩ1͒ and 1/0/1 task ͑envelope correlation: ϩ1/0.78/ϩ1͒, which was not observed. To test the impact of information conveyed at high frequencies directly, listeners SB and SE repeated all ICCI-detection conditions with low-pass filtered stimuli ( f LP ϭ800 Hz). Thresholds for the 1/0/1 ͑SB:1.96; SH: 1.7͒ and Ϫ1/0/Ϫ1 ͑SB:3.27; SH:6.62͒ conditions were within 1 ms of the listeners' wideband noise results. Thresholds for the 0/1/0 ͑SB:26.5; SH:20.95͒ and 0/Ϫ1/0 ͑SB:34.66; SH:32.54͒ conditions were slightly higher, but within range, of their values for wideband noise.
